This paper aims at furnishing basic definitions for robotics in the span of man-made intelligence. Simple robotics and their faculties such as sensors and actuators are included in the definition. Moreover, intelligent and non-intelligent types of robotics are described in this research work. We generally focus on non-intelligent robotics (program-based robotics) and the setbacks designers can encounter .The methods and designs of an arm robot generally encompass three components: namely, the mechanical assembly of the arm robot, the electronic circuit, and software design employing Prolog software programming language. Our design concentrates generally on programming an arm robot to manipulate its movements. In our case study programming an arm robot we delineate probable resolutions to setbacks we encountered without going intensely into theory, and we demonstrate a stable design for resolving these setbacks via a flowchart. The design of the flowchart is next explained and subsequently coded.
Introduction

General history of robotics
The root of the word robot dates back to Karel Capek's play Rossum Universal Robots (RUR) in 1921. This actually originated from the Czech word for "corvee" [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Technologically speaking, robotics fall into two categories; these are namely: tele-manipulators, and the ability of numerical control of machines. The first types of Tele-manipulators were made of an arm and a gripper; this machine can be remotely controlled. The human gives instructions via his control device to control the arm and gripper's movements. These types of robotics are used to handle radioactive material.
However, the second type, Numeric control, is used to allow very precise control of machines in relation to a given coordinate system. This was first utilised at MIT in 1952. This type of robotics tipped to the first programming language for machines called Automatic Programmed Tools (APT) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The amalgamation of the two types mentioned above resulted in the first programmable telemanipulators; moreover, these principles were first considered and fitted into industrial robots in 1961. Car construction plants are good examples of locations where these types of robotics remain useful. There was a desire to develop automated transportation and autonomous transport systems and production processes. Another type of robots that can move, called mobile robotics, are being built, and there is a particular type which is called insectoid robotics where the robots have many legs. These types are used for more autonomous purposes such working underwater.
In recent years wheel-driven robots have been commercially promoted and utilised for public service and purposes such as in hospitals and other places. In 1975 another type of robotics was designed called Humanoid robots. This happened when Wabot-I was offered in Japan. As matter of fact, the current Wabot-III already has some minor cognitive capabilities. In 1994, another type of humanoid robot, called "Cog", was developed in MIT-AI-Lab, and in 1999 Honda's humanoid robot came around and became widely known to the public. This type is controlled remotely by humans, and it can walk autonomously. In science fiction, robots are already human's best friends, but in reality we will only see robots for specific jobs as universal programmable machine slaves in the near future (which leads to interesting questions, see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ).
History of arm robots
In 1954, the first patent for robotics was received by George Devol, and in 1956, F. Engelberger had the first company, and Devol's original patents were used for this establishment. It is worthy to mention that a Unimation robot was used for transferring different objects from a point A to a point B for less than a dozen feet. Hydraulic effectors were used and they were programming in joint coordinates. Cincinnati [12] .
Objectives
The main objectives of this paper are as follows:
I. Design and Assemble the Arm Robot: The main objective of any project is to design the arm robot that is able to carry out certain task. The revolute robotic arm is able to move similarly to a human arm. The arm is designed so it is able to rotate clockwise and counter clockwise (180 degrees), and able to pick up and place objects. The arm needs to be as light as possible in order to maximize burden. The material for the arm structure also needs to be strong and rigid. One possible material is aluminium as used in [12] .
II. Design and Construct Controller Circuit Board: The second main objective is to design and engineer the controller circuit board that will be used to control the arm robot through connections to a personal computer (PC). The most important component that is used in the controller is the microcontroller. The circuit board will be connected to a serial port of a PC through a serial connector [12] .
III. Design Robot Software and Interfacing: The third main objective is to design the robot interface application using Prolog programming language to control the controller circuit board to run the robot arm.
Artificial Intelligence and Robotic Definitions and Their Types
As we have stated above, robots can fall into the categories of manipulators, mobile robots, and humanoids. Often tasks are performed using physical agents called robots. Basically, robots have two faculties: sensors through which robots can receive perception from environment; and effectors through which robots are able to perform physical tasks [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Generally speaking, artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the important disciplines in computer science. AI has been considered as a theory and agents are hot topics in artificial intelligence. The most important part in the agent is the actor. This is recognised in software. It is clear that robots are created as hardware. The construction of artificial intelligence and robotics is that a software agent controls the robot that has sensors through which data can be read, and then the robot decides what to do, then guide the actuator to perform an action in the environment [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Definitions of a robot will decide the differences between two types of intelligent and non-intelligent robots. A simple example of a robot is the thermostat on a heater or in our living room. Of course, this definition might not satisfy the definition of intelligence in human terms. Intelligence, then, may be defined as an arbitrary quality considered as such by the human operator. The term robot is used in two ways: a machine that is directed by a human operator by remote control and a machine that makes limited decisions based on a computer program. Factory welding machines are programmed robots that can sense the position of the parts. Automatic drone aircraft are given goals and can fly themselves. The Russian space craft's are autonomous cars that use cameras and sensors and on-board computers to drive themselves and stay on the road. We believe robot machines cannot think as we humans do, although we keep on hoping to arrive at this point. There are two types of robots based on intelligence, these are:
Non-intelligent robots
One important type of robot is called a non-intelligent robot. These are robots that do not have sensors to receive information. Instead, the robot is only able to follow a fixed set of instructions, no matter what is happening around it. A robot like this can never become intelligent ( Figure 1 ).
Intelligent robots
A robot is controlled by sets of instructions called a program, which is built into the controlling device. Intelligent robots must have sensors to collect information from the environment [12] [13] [14] [15] . This information will help the robot to become intelligent. This information will be sent to the controlling program [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , where it is tested to decide what the robot should do next. Generally speaking, sensors can be in the form of a camera, a pressure pad, and a microphone that will allow the robot to view, touch, and hear. These sensors are tailored or built in the robot almost exactly like a human being has eyes to see, hands and fingers to hold objects or touch, and ears to listen (Figure 2 ).
Methods
The methods and design of robots mainly consist of three parts: namely, the mechanical construction of an arm robot, the electronic circuit, and the programming design using Prolog programming language. In this paper, our design is mainly focused on the programming of robots.
The Mechanical construction of an arm robot
This is the main part of the arm robot which needs three different structures; these are shoulder, elbow and wrist. The challenge in this particular part is how to affix the motor to the piece or joint to achieve the preferred turning degree level. Another challenge, notably, the intended degree of freedom, can be achieved by the perfect combination of the different arm components. The mechanical design is achieved using the software Autodesk Inventor; this software is used to build and design the arm robot. Dimensions for mechanical design are a crucial issue and it is regarded as the core issue in the arm robot. They have to be very accurate, and there is no room for minor error, since a minor error in the dimensions will cause a major problem in the assembly and function of the arm structure.
Electronic circuit design
This is equally as important as the mechanical part; this part is dedicated to provide control over the movement of the arm robot. A microcontroller is used to provide this purpose.
Design the programming part using prolog language
Design a software program that enables the movement of arm robot; there must also be an interface with the software to control the arm robot.
The design of the programming part using prolog language is divided into two parts:
Plan and design:
There is an arm robot with four other objects in this case: Square, Semi-Square, Circle, and Triangle. The arm is able to hold the objects and put them on each other and on the floor ( Figure  3) ; the user of the program can control the hand robot by using some commands on a screen or menu. Additionally, the program will end whenever the user pushes on the exits command. There should be a user interface which shows the commands to the user, to wait for a user to say what to do. These important commands are: 1) Hold object 2) Put object 3) Free hand 4) Display 5) Exit
We have restricted a user with some rules that the arm robot must obey when performing tasks. These rules are clearly defined below:-1) The arm robot can put a semi-square on a square 2) The arm robot can put a triangle on a square 3) The arm robot can put a circle on a semi-square 4) The arm robot should be free before taking hold of an object 5) The arm robot should be full before commanded to free arm 6) The object should be free in order to hold it 7) A blocked object cannot be held When the user chooses the hold command, the program will ask the user about the name of the object to hold; before that, the program should check if the arm is free, if the arm is free, then the arm continues; otherwise, it writes a message to tell the user that the arm is full, and returns back to the welcome screen. Then it should check if the object is free, in other words, is not blocked or held.
When the user chooses the put command, the program should check if the arm is full or not. If the arm is full, then it continues, or else it returns back to the welcome screen; then the program should ask about the name of the target object to put it on, then the program checks if the target object is blocked or not. If the object is free then it continues, or else shows an error message to the user of "enter another target." When the user enters the free command, the program should check the arm if it is already free or not; if it's free, then the error message will be displayed to the user that says "The arm already is free!" and then return to welcome screen. If the arm is full, then free the arm by placing object that is already held, and then return back to the welcome screen.
When the user enters the Display command, the program should display the status of each object and also the arm status; it should also show which objects are blocked, and it should say which objects are already on them.
In an ideal case all the objects and arm status statements are "free".
You need a header statement here that tells your reader the following phrases are the status statements Arm (free/full), Object (free/hold/block/another Object) Both Arm and Objects had status, as declared above; you can see arm has two statuses, and each object has 4 types of status; the fourth one "another Object" means it is under that object, if I put triangle over square the square status will become "triangle". The flowchart is designed for the arm robot with all possibilities and functionalities indicated, (Figure 4 ).
Coding and implementation:
After completing the design and the flowchart of the arm robot, the flowchart was implemented and coded in the prolog programming language [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Below is the full programming code for a complete arm robot system 
